The breakfast of today is the ‘war diet’ of yesterday

Sarah Carabott

The milk many have for breakfast and that ħobża tal-Malti prepared for lunch are not part of the traditional Maltese diet.

Although in the immediate post-war period we relied more on local produce, the moment we depend more on foreign imports, we start to wonder what food we could introduce or even cultivate locally, to make our diet healthier. At the moment we have a clear idea of what we used to eat and how it can be extended by a year to lead to a diploma and by two years to a higher diploma. Eventually, it could lead to a bachelor’s degree.

With lectures held twice weekly in the evening, the course is aimed at anyone interested in, or working within food preparation and consumption areas, including nutritionists, chefs and journalists. The certificate is being coordinated by the Institute for Tourism, Travel and Culture.

“Will we not solve our health and diet problems with this course, but at least we can be more aware of past and present culinary diets and work on creating more consciousness.”

Prof. Cassar, from the Institute for Tourism, Travel and Culture, said.

“My diet is a war diet, which includes preserved food like tinned milk and corned beef, cheddar and similar cheese,” says Carmel Cassar, from the Institute for Tourism, Travel and Culture.

The milk many have for breakfast and that ħobża tal-Malti is no longer imported from Sicily.

“The breakfast of yesterday is the ‘war diet’ of today.” The wheat for the ħobża tal-Malti is no longer imported from Sicily. Photo: Jason Borg

“Will we not solve our health and diet problems with this course, but at least we can be more aware of past and present culinary diets and work on creating more consciousness.”

Prof. Cassar noted that Malta did once have a Mediterranean diet, but this was gradually transformed.

“Our diet is a war diet, which includes preserved food like tinned milk and corned beef, cheddar and similar cheese. Cholesterol might also have started to increase when we started drinking cow’s milk, instead of goat’s milk,” he noted.

But the changes are not limited to canned food, cheese and milk.

More than a century before the war, when Malta became a British colony, the British could no longer import a particular type of semi-hard wheat from Sicily. Instead, they started importing wheat from Ukraine, Egypt, later from Australia for a brief time and finally from Canada. Malta never returned to the Sicilian import.

Just a decade before, around 1803, the Maltese were introduced to the potato. Although initially reluctant, they soon became addicted to it, probably during a period of hardship in the mid-19th century. Today, potato and bread are now among most of our main dishes.

The consumption of alcohol also increased in the 1920s when the Maltese started making acquaintances with British sailors.

“Sailors and soldiers introduced the habits of drinking gin and tonic and eventually whisky. As soon as sailors received their pay they spent it on beer and alcohol, because, they would say: ‘tomorrow never comes’. This saying remained quite popular with some Maltese.”

Those interested in enrolling in this course may send an e-mail on alison.mintoff@um.edu.mt.

On the dot

Office hours

A Sienna resident, in need of a permit, arrived at the local council office at 8am and found one employee having to deal with customers and incoming calls. Three other people were already waiting and, within half an hour, they had grown to 10. The employee was doing a stereotyped job but just could not cope. One of his biggest problems was not having enough staff to replace another employee, arrived and began to deal with customers. Are there their normal working hours?

Risky ways

Pedestrians and cyclists using the relatively wide side path in Tower Road, next to the Pavilion supermarket, are being asked to avoid using the pedestrian crossing at the time of high traffic. A red light at the junction has been replaced by a green one, and fingers are pointing to the road. Are these the traffic police and wardens who allowed it back again once the officials left.

The consumption of alcohol also increased in the immediate post-war period when we relied more on local produce. Those interested in enrolling in this course may send an e-mail on alison.mintoff@um.edu.mt.

Food water

Given the volume of water flowing down the road, Naxxar residents wonder whether the water overflow system of houses in Labour Avenue is connected to the sewage system. The situation is causing a lot of inconvenience, not least through foul smell and an invasion of mosquitoes.

Cast-iron

Is it legal to have bollards just below the pavement as in the case in the road corner with Cathedral Street, in Sliema? If not, is it possible nobody in authority has spotted them and, more importantly, did something about them?

Red light spot

Until some time ago, Transport Malta officers used to be stationed at the traffic lights next to the Independence Monument in Floriana to ensure traffic coming from the direction of the War Memorial even when the lights were red, provided the road was clear. But for some reason they are no longer deployed there and the result is a long line of cars, even blocking a lane in St Anne Street, waiting for the lights to turn green when no traffic is coming from the direction of Floriana church.